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Check against delivery 
Dear EPFL Vice-President, 

EUROfusion Chair and EUROfusion Program Manager, 

Dear Representative of the European Commission,  

Dear Ambrogio, 

Ladies and Gentleman, 

 

I feel very proud to represent the Swiss authorities on this special day, here on the impressive EPFL 

campus.  

Changing a well and long established brand like CRPP might look at first sight like a superficial action, 

if not a risky one. As everyone is aware, the nuclear fusion research community nowadays goes 

through exciting but also tense times. Has the Swiss Center of competence in fusion really nothing 

else better to do than brush up its logo?  

Well, let’s be perfectly clear: what happens today is far from being a cosmetic operation. Since more 

than 50 years, CRPP has been putting Switzerland at the forefront of nuclear fusion research 

worldwide. Already this duration is noteworthy. As the potential for nuclear fusion to solve a number of 

energy issues is huge, it would be foolish not to pursue research in this field. However, neither current 

politicians nor current scientists might live long enough to reap the benefits of the huge investments. 

Nuclear fusion research is a field which does not fit with the human scale.  

Maybe more than in any other scientific field then, ensuring continuity through successive generations 

of researchers is a key issue for the fusion research community. Today’s generation of leading fusion 

scientists are so to say the children of JET. Their successors will have the privilege to start 

experiments on ITER, whereas the generation which will bring fusion electricity on the grid is probably 

not born yet. But generations of scientists are not automatically generated. In fact, ensuring the 

transmission of knowledge and techniques such that a long term science target can eventually be 

reached is one of the biggest challenge for the humanity.  

As for what nuclear fusion concerns, it adds up a lot to the challenge. One has to raise the interest of 

the best young students, and then eventually guide them through long study years, whereas career 

perspectives have to remain attractive. Research environment should be stable, from both a political 

and a financial point of view. This is even more difficult when the work involves many international 

partners, as it is the case with fusion.  

The process of breeding new generations of fusion scientists is therefore fragile. With the CRPP, 

EPFL and Switzerland have however managed to provide the fusion community with an efficient 

“generation builder”, which is working since more than 50 years now without failure.  

However, the world has dramatically changed since the late sixties. Among other changes, English 

has become the natural common language for natural sciences worldwide. By renaming CRPP “Swiss 

Plasma Center”, let’s wish that new generations of plasma physicists coming here to study and work 

will more easily identify themselves with the purpose of this institution.  
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On the one hand, the use of English makes it clear for everyone that the “Swiss Plasma Center” is 

open to the whole world of science, and that every talented young plasma physicist should feel here at 

home. On the other hand, the swiss character of the new name one underlines that people working 

here undertake works of national interest.  

Fusion research is not only a matter of generation, but also of integration. Very early, European 

laboratories connected each other in order to pursue common goals and share instruments. They built 

up a kind of forerunner European Research Area for their research field. This strong international 

integration is the reason why the “Swiss Plasma Center” has often to deal directly with the Swiss 

authorities responsible for steering international research cooperation. We were together confronted 

with various political and financial storms all over this time, but I am very glad that we could always 

together sort them out.  

In this regard, I would like to remind all of you here that Switzerland is the only European non-EU 

State to be associated in ITER, the most decisive fusion research project ever launched. Since the 

very beginning, Switzerland has been a reliable partner of the EU in its big efforts to bring this project 

to life and to maximize its benefits for Europe as a whole. But this commitment of Switzerland implies 

financial contributions which are huge in proportion to its public research budget, and thus not easy to 

safeguard on the political level.  

I am confident that pragmatic solutions will be found in the future too, in order for the “Swiss Plasma 

Center” to pursue its work as a full integrated member of the European fusion community, and as a 

provider of one of its main research infrastructures, the ”Tokamak à configuration variable” or “TCV”. 

Also, I expect the “Swiss Plasma Center” to bring a decisive Swiss touch to the completion of ITER 

construction and then to its scientific exploitation.  

One should decisively focus on the progresses of science in the first place. Provided that the aim is 

important, there is no doubt that political solutions will be found such as to further support the best 

collaboration of the “Swiss Plasma Center” with its partners in Europe and beyond.  

*** 

Der neue Name dieses Forschungszentrums betont, dass Fusionsforschung in der Schweiz keine 

reine welsche oder EPFL Angelegenheit ist. Erstens sind viele Mitarbeitende des „Swiss Plasma 

Center“ deutschsprechend, was auch die Zusammensetzung der europäischen Fusionsgemeinschaft 

widerspiegelt. Zweitens ist ein wichtiger Teil des Teams des „Swiss Plasma Centers“ am Paul 

Scherrer Institut angesiedelt, das insbesondere im Projekt ITER mit dem Testen der supraleitenden 

Elementen der Maschine einen wichtigen Beitrag liefert. Drittens gibt es auch in der Schweiz neben 

dem „Swiss Plasma Center“ eine kleine Forschungsgruppe an der Universität Basel, die sich auf den 

wichtigen Bereich der Wechselwirkung zwischen Plasma und Materialen spezialisiert hat.  

Dem Bund ist es ein starkes Anliegen, dass in einem für die Schweiz so wichtigen Forschungsgebiet 

wie der Kernfusion nicht nur ein Teil des Landes involviert ist. Ich bin überzeugt, dass dieses Ziel mit 

dem neuen „Swiss Plasma Center“ stark gefördert wird und wünsche allen deutschsprechenden 

Anwesenden viel Genugtuung und Erfolg in der Fusionsforschung.  

*** 

Cher Ambrogio, Cher Quang, chers collaborateurs du « Swiss Plasma Center ». C’est en français et 

avec une certaine émotion que je veux conclure mon allocution. Votre institut de recherche était déjà 

actif et renommé longtemps avant que je sois amené il y a sept ans à m’occuper de fusion nucléaire. 

Ce dossier m’a beaucoup occupé, mais avant tout fasciné !  

Je forme donc le vœu que la fusion occupe et fascine encore de nombreuses générations de 

représentants de l’administration fédérale après moi, jusqu’à ce que l’électricité générée par la fusion 

alimente le réseau, et même au-delà. Et je suis sûr que le « Swiss Plasma Center » continuera à 

fournir à l’administration fédérale des partenaires de travail de premier ordre, à l’image de ce que vous 

êtes pour moi.  

Longue vie au « Swiss Plasma Center », et plein succès à ses équipes ! 


